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On the Rhodes with Dan Stid
by Beth deNicole
It seemed like any other quiet
Sunday evening at the Capitol
when the phone suddenly rings.
Dan Stid, lover of Blues and
Long-neck Buds, r e a c h e s over
and answers it. The m a n on the
o t h e r end c a n e a s i l y be
overheard. He's calling f r o m The
Detroit News and would like to
ask Dan a few questions about
the Rhodes Scholarship he had
been a w a r d e d the previous d a y .
More than a look of s u r p r i s e
comes over D a n ' s face as he
a g r e e s to be interviewed over the
phone. They proceed as Dan
relates his entire experience as a
Rhode Scholar candidate.
Once Dan finishes, he flicks the
TV back on. He is waiting to
watch 60 Minutes before he
plunges into his h o m e w o r k .
Seconds later, the phone rings
a g a i n . He signals that it's
another interviewer; this t i m e
f r o m The State J o u r n a l ; he goes
through the s a m e basic questions
all over again.
To be where he is now—one of
the few in the prestigious circle
of Rhodes Scholars—was not expected by Dan Stid as he began
the process barely a few months
ago. In fact, when asked w h a t he
thought his chances were at gaining. the scholarship, Dan simply
a n s w e r e d : "Slim and none."
But any one who knows Dan
realizes that his modesty covers
up exactly what the Rhodes
T r u s t e e s look for in a c a n d i d a t e :
literary and scholastic ability,
truthfulness, courage, devotion
to duty, s y m p a t h y for and protection of the weak, kindliness,
unselfishness, fellowship, exhibition of moral force of c h a r a c t e r ,
instincts UHead and take an interest in one's contimporaries,
and physical vigor, as shown by
fondness for and success in
sports.
Scott C a r p e n t e r , one of D a n ' s
h o u s e m a t e s reading the above
list of qualities, r e m a r k e d : " T h i s
is so Dan it's disgusting."
Not only a r e the consideration
r e q u i r e m e n t s stiff for this honor,
but the process itself is long and
intense. Dan w a s one of t h r e e

cnadidates nominated by Hope
College. Tim Chase, a Chemistry
m a j o r , and John G a r d n e r , a
Religion and Communications
double m a j o r , also submitted applications and solicited the
necessary letters of r e c om m e ndation required of the process.
Only twelve students f r o m the
entire state, some of whom wre
Michiganders attending Priceton
and Brown, wre called for a personal interview with the State
Committee in Ann Arbor. Of
those twelve chosen for inter-

views, both Tim and Dan were included. As p a r t of the p r e p a r a tion for the interview t h a t was to
take p l a c e D e c e m b e r 4, D r .
Penrose and six other faculty
m e m b e r s grilled Tim a n d Dan in
a mock interview which was to
simulate the difficulty a s well a s
the provocative n a t u r e of the
questions asked at an actual interview. Nothing, however, could
p r e p a r e either of t h e m for the
first interviews. The last one to
be interviewed, Dan h a d to wait
almost four hours to h e a r t h e

State C o m m i t t e ' s decision. At the
end of that time, however, he and
a student f r o m Michigan State
learned that they had both been
chosen to be Michigan's s t a t e
representatives. (A The final set
of i n t e r v i e w s took D a n to
Chicago this p a s t week-end
where he again faced half-hour
long interviews that to him
" s e e m e d to last eight h o u r s . "
For Dan, the most difficult
aspect of the question period w a s
admitting not knowing. They
wanted to see how f a r they could
push you before you would say
that you simply didn't know."
The question Dan did not know:
" E l a b o r a t e on the effects of
binary weapons on the h u m a n
body?"
However difficult the second
interviews were, Dan felt m o r e
prepared this second time
around. He had realized e a r l i e r
that the key to the interview
rested in being himself: (the
Rhodes Trustees) weren't looking for pretension or intellectual
aggressiveness. They wanted m e
to project an a c c u r a t e i m a g e of
myself and who I really w a s . "
The worst p a r t of the process,
according to Dan, w a s the intellectual and emotional draining
that accompanied both the questions and the waiting. F o r most
of the time, his stomach churned
as it had before countless football
g a m e s ; always waiting with all
the other c a n d i d a t e s increased
the sense of tension yet oddly
enough, with each passing interview, it also allowed for the feeling of solidarity and c o m r a d e r i e
to spring up a m o n g the Rhodes
hopefuls. Confined to a small
room because of potential followup interviews, the c a n d i d a t e s
took the opportunity to b e c o m e
friends. They could not forget
that only four would be selected.
The stress of the situation at
times degenerated into childish
antics. "At one m o m e n t we'd all
be laughing so h a r d that there
were t e a r s in our eyes. The next
second, however, there would be
an indistict sound that would

See Stid, p. 20

At Issue:
Sexual
Harassment
The following a p p e a r s in the
minutes of the C a m p u s Life
Board of F e b r u a r y 20,1986:
"To approve in principle the
proposed Policy S t a t e m e n t of
Sexual H a r a s s m e n t and
Grievance Procedure, dated
April 1985, effective immediately, with the proviso that the
policy is to be renewed in the fall
1987."
What has happened to this
policy? Since its e n a c t m e n t nearly ten months ago the policy has
been misplaced, undistributed,
and not followed.
In the pages of the Anchor we
have p a r a p h r a s e d the text of the
Sexual H a r a s s m e n t policy in the
revised form that was presented
at the April meeting of the Campus Life Board, so that final approval could be m a d e on the revisions. The minutes of the April
meeting have appended the "Approved Sexual H a r a s s m e n t
Policy" as well as the following:
"It was moved and seconded
that the Dean of Students, Provost, and Director of H u m a n
Resources select n a m e s for the
Sexual H a r a s s m e n t council and
submit them to the president of
the college for a p p o i n t m e n t . "
No f u r t h e r action h a s been
taken on the policy. At this point
the president has not yet appointed the m e m b e r s of the committee.
It is unclear how much opposition r e s i d e s within the administration to implementation
of this policy. The C a m p u s Life
Board as well as the Administrative Affairs Board will
be meeting this week to reapprove the policy. Whether this
meeting will p r o m p t implementation for next s e m e s t e r or
relegate the policy to further
obscurity is unclear.

See Sex, p. 20
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ur Missing Sexua
Harassment Policy

Left of Center
Villains and Victims of Harassment..

This edition seeks to explore front one. By ignoring a problem
By Larry Wagenaar
the complexities and intricacies one tends to support it and
of the problem of sexual harass- although Hope's sexual harassSexual Harassment. It is the But will the policy be followed?
ment at Hope and the policy or ment policy has been drafted and
lack thereof that has been passed its implementation has topic of several articles in the There is evidence that a recent
drafted to address it. Within this been delayed at best; obstructed paper. It has been going on for a case was not handled in acissue questions are asked and at worst. It is hoped, however, very long time. There is a policy c o r d a n c e with the policy
[discussed; the policy itself is that whatever the case, whether on it. The policy has not been although the policy was in effect.
aphrased and an attempt to negligence or obstructionism, publicized although it was passed Is there opposition from within
the Hope College communi- this year's final issue of the An- by the Campus Life Board last the administration to having
such a policy?
ty through the long nebulous chor will provide the necessary April (and again last month).
Sexuality
always
draws
attenMany questions abound on
history of the policy has been impetus to some critical thought
tion
and
the
attraction
is
not
absuch a touchy topic. Should the
undertaken.
and to some no less critical acsent
when
dealing
with
a
20
year
professor
be dismissed with no
Undoubtedly there will be tion.
age
gap
or
a
two
year
age
gap.
At
negative references (most often
those that feel that the subject at
Without doubt, the issue of sexwhat
point
is
a
professor-student
they resign) so that it can be
hand is not the proper focus of ual harassment is an unpleasant
relationship
illicit?
Surely
not
all
done again elsewhere? Can we
the Anchor's year end issue, but one. Unfortunately, it is also a
relationships
are
bad—several
of
allow one indiscretion—one
we as a staff feel that certain reality at Hope that should not be
our
current
faculty
have
dated
realized mistake—ruin a job or a
developments have compelled us dealt with casually. Let us not be
and
married
students.
What
confuture? Will it take the threat of a
to open particular eyes, in- as fatuously smug as the fool
stitutes
harassment?
What
sort
parental
lawsuit against the
cluding our own, to the very with VD, who with the pain of
of
comment
or
action
is
going
too
school to get them to act—as I
serious, very ominous problem of knowledge remains confident
far?
For
the
professor?
For
the
was told happened last year?
sexual harassment on Hope's that his problem will shortly go
student?
What
about
the
position
campus.
You see we are dealing in
away. It is with him as it is with j
We have not printed all that we us, without the proper treatment of the professor? A student could various shades of grey, from offknow nor have we sought to em- the problem will persist until at a have initiated the advance... white to black. A bad reference
what should the school do about can ruin a career. An unpunished
barass any one particular group certain point something is lost...
of people. As sexual haerassment
(May your final's week seem it? Is there a difference if the stu- perpetrator can be loosed to conis a difficult and delicate matter, short; your vacation seem long dent is 18 or 25? The questions quest again...
There are many types of
we have approached it with ut- and may the holiday winds be seem to go round and round.
This
is
a
column
of
questions
villains and victims. Can we do
m o s t s e r i o u s n e s s a n d always at your back. Season's
because I don't have, good the right thing with all of them?
thoughtfulness; our intention is Greetings, W.L.)
answers. The policy gives pronot to create an issue but to concedures that a student can follow
when he-she has been harassed.

Letter to the Editor
Public Safety Excessive?
There's something going on
here at this college that I think
EVERYBODY should know
about. Besides that, it's more intersting than those hopelessly
unimaginative personals
(Floppy-I love you! B.U.F.U.).
some student is going through
the Hope College halls of student
body justice (it sounded good)
for the most ridiculous, assanine
reasons—boy, wait until you read
this, Jerry Gunnink.
A couple weeks ago, Joel
Hagemeyer (or "Kant", Cpsim

203) was walking from his 2nd
floor room to the 1st floor to obtain a chair of his. When he got to
the end of the hallway, he looked
out the window and yelled (more
or less) at the top of his lungs
"Go to (editorial deletion)" He
received several replies—unprintable—and thought nothing
of it. He retrieved his chair from
the 1st floor and came back to his
room to type, or read, or
something studious like that.
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So there's this Public Safety
guy, Jerry Gunnink, who's in
Brumler parking lot giving out
tickets (he gave me one—power
sucks man) for parking spaces
that don't exist anyway, and he
hears this "Go to (editorial deletion)" and thinks it's directed at
him, which it wasn't. So he goes
up to the 2nd floor and busts Kanti for acting disrespectfully
toward a college official, refers
him to the Dean of Students, and
next Kanti's gonna go up in front
of the Judicial Board. This whole
"case" just gets more and more
absurd.
I think Jerry's blowing this
whole thing way out of proportion. There are two things we
have to consider here, 2nd floor
Cosmo and Joe Hagemeyer.
First, this is 2nd floor Cosmo.
Two member of "The Voice" live
here—one of whom walks around
g
o
i
n
g
"PooPooPeePeeCaCaDooDoo";
We have these nifty guys who
have an unfortunate affection for
heavy m e t a l s ; Somebody
plasters notes on room doors
alluding to various person's sexual (dis)orentation; Fontana
screams out "Biff Nudle Zup!"
Now and then; plus we have one
anxiety-ridden wham! Fag. and
should expect wierd behavior
from a floor like this. Besides all
that, we all live underneath Mike
Goyn, so how normal a place can
it be (no offense Mike)?
Second, Joes Hagemeyer isn't
the sort to walk up to a window

and yell profanities at a P.S. officer. He's just not one to invite
needless hassle into his happygo-lucky life. Why waste your
time yelling "Go to (editorial
deletion)" at a man like Jerry
Gunnink?
I know Mr Gunnink—he a n d I a r e l i k e
"This"—and I wouldn't bother to
yell at him, or even talk to him.
His vocabulary was on a level
with that of Barreta, or Kojak—you know, the type of friend
you make excuses for at a party.
(If they want to write me up for
disrespect as well—and I hope
they don't—it won't matter
because I'm already in a lot of
trouble with my teacher, God
and the Law, maybe I've got a
Napoleon complex and I want to
take on EVERYBODY. I don't
know.)
So anyway, Kanti didn't yell at
Mr. Gunnink, or at anybody else;
Mr. Gunnink's just throwing a lot
of assumptions into a situation
that really didn't even need his
involvement. No disrespect was
meant towrd Mr. Gunnink or a
College Official or anyone—Kanti told this to the Dean—so why
are they making such a big thing
out of it? I'm making a big thing
because I think Public Safety's
got better things to do than
bother people who've done them
no harm. This is apparently a
waste of time for everyone except Jerry Gunnink, who's better
at giving out parking tickets.
I've gotta go to the bathroom
now.
Chris deMaagel

'>IO'>'eIn

niiteracy

I watched a movie in my
Secondary P r i n c i p l e s and
Methods class. It was entitled,
"At a Loss for Words: Illiterate
in A m e r i c a . " L i t e r a c y is;
something I think we as college
students too often take for
granted.
Did you know that 20 million
adult Americans (13 percent) are
illiterate (unable to read or
write), and 20 million more are
marginally illiterate (can see
words but cannot understand
them)? 13 percent of adult
Americans can't address an
envelope, and 28 percent, when
given a receipt, can't make
change! Can you imagine what it
might be like to function in this
world of ours, that is so
technologically advanced,
without reading and writing
skills? Probably not, since we've
all been reading and writing for
as long as we can remember.
Today, we COMPLAIN about
all of the reading we have to do
for classes. We should consider
ourselves privileged. There are
literally millions of people in this
country who would love to bfe
able to read and write even the
simplist of words. So tonight,
when you sit down at your desk
and pull out that one fat book (of
the many you have yet to read),
remember all of the people who
can't read but would like to, and
then thank God that you can
read!
Heather J. Jacob

LIFE.
AMERICAN
CANCER
f SOCIETY
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President Responds to Wagenaar
The thoughtful article by Larry
Wagenaar in his column LEFT
OF CENTER in the November 5
issue of the Anchor prompted me
to reflect on the important issues
he raised. In this article I will
share these with Anchor readers.
This reflection deals primarily
with Mr. Wagenaar's basic
premise which he states as
follows: "The basic tenent of
faith is its exclusivity, one must
be a Christian to be saved." This
is not my perception of the basic
tenet of the faith. What then do I
consider the basic tenet? (I am
riot sure it is wise to talk about
"the" basic tenet. The faith is, in
my judgment, all embracing and
difficult to reduce to a single
tenet. However, in this response I
will follow the approach of Mr.
Wagenaar.)
In my judgment, the basic
tenet is two-fold: this is God's
world and he cares deeply about
us and every part of his creation
and, secondly, God is redeeming
the world through Christ. God
created this world (over periods
of time and in ways we do not fully understand); he created us in
his image so that we can live in
fellowship with him, have caring,
supporting relationships with one
another, and exercise special
responsibilities to care for his
creation.
The fundamental issue we face
is, how can we accomplish this?
The Christian gospel is that as a
person comes to know and trust
Jesus Christ, one can truly know
God, and out of this relationship
with him begin to thoughtfully
and seriously look at life from

CpHfBSSIONS~orA

God's point of view. This has an
inward dimension as we seek to
become the person God intends
us to be. But it has a wonderful
outward dimension, as we look at
life from God's point of view,
with his purposes and values in
mind. All of life opens up to us as
Christians as worthy of our
careful study, our noble aspirations, and a commitment to
strive to accomplish God's purposes. Science becomes an opportunity to study the marvels
and wonders of the physical and
biological creation; phychology
and sociology to understand
something of ourselves and how
we r e l a t e to each other;
literature, art and music the
remarkable acomplishments of
persons God created. The basic
tenet is not exclusivity. Rather it
is our responding to God in his
marvelous acts of creation and
his self-giving love to us in Jesus
Christ. Rightly understood, the
Christian faith can provide a
marvelous framework for the
very best in liberal arts education. I believe we tend to err in
two ways. The first is to think of
Christianity almost exclusively
in individual terms, of "my" being saved, of " m y " being
prepared to enter heaven. These
are valid and Biblical ideas, and
should not be quickly set aside. A
person who is on a path of selfdestruction because of greed,
drugs, or simply because of not
knowing who he or she is, and is
turned around through an encounter with Christ, may well
speak of this experience as being
"saved." But soon thereafter the
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focus should not be on being saved, but on living in a relationship
with God with the joy, celebration, character and purpose this
brings. In a healthy marriage,
the focus is not on the courtship
and wedding of earlier years, but
on a joyful, purposeful life that is
lived in vital, dynamic relationship with each other. So it should
be in our relationship to God and
our walk as Christians.
The second error we may have
made is not to think broadly and
creatively enough about the implications of Christian faith for
the liberal arts. The key, I
believe, is to give proper
perspective to the themes of both
creation and redemption. If this
is God's world, every part of it is
worth of our best efforts to
understand, and if God is working to redeem his people in this
world from the impact of greed
and selfishness, we ought to be
co-workers with him in accomplishing this. And if God has
endowed us with creative gifts,
we should be using them to
enrich life through such activities as music, art and
literature.
I see such things happening in
significant measure at Hope, I
think of Professor Smoot in her
study of fossils, and Professor
Greij beginning a magazine for
bird watchers; I see professor
Dickie and her students studying
how the tragedy of child abuse
can be responsibly addressed,
and Professor Vehey's study of
the complex ethical issues we are
confronted with as a result of
modern medicine; I see the

creative works of our music, art, tional postulates, long as there
dance and theatre faculty and are no generally accepted
students. Further, not only are postulates of life itself,' and colthe works of God worthy of our leges appear to be searching for
best study, but also the works of meaning in a world where diverhumans, the crown of God's crea- sity, not commonality, is the
tion, and that is why literature, guiding vision."
In the section on recommendaphilosophy and history have such
a vital place at a liberal arts col- tions on this matter, the followlege such as Hope. I believe we ing statement is made.
"If the college experience is to
need to expand our understanding and vision of how the Chris- be worthwhile, there must be intian faith can inspire and en- tellectual and social values that
courage us to the very best in its members hold in common,
liberal arts education. Then the even as there must be room for
Christian faith can be our ally private preference, a balance
and a marvelous resource in our must be struck between two
pursuite of excellence in liberal p o w e r f u l t r a d i t i o n s —inarts education. Recently, the dividualism and community."
As I read this report and its
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching released recommendations, I was conthe results of a major national vinced anew that we have a
s t u d y and e v a l u a t i o n of marvelous context for our purundergraduate education. The suit of excellence ion liberal arts
report is entitled, "College: The education.
Finally, a parenthetical comUndergraduate Experience in
America." The general conclu- ment. I do not deny that there is a
sion of this report is this: "The measure of "exclusivity" in the
undergraduate college, the very Christian faith. But this is true in
heart of higher learning, is a all of life. This is simply the controubled institution." One reason sequence of many of our dicisions. Being married has a
cited as to why this is so is this.
"Many undergraduate colleges strong sense of exclusivity. The
have lost their sense of mission. two belong to each other in a way
They are confused about how to they can never relate to another
impart shared values on which person. Acknowledging Jesus
the vitality of both higher educa- Christ as our Lord and Savior has
tion and society depend. The definite consequences, and brdisciplines have fragmented ings us into a special relationship
themselves into smaller and with those who share this faith.
s m a l l e r p i e c e d , a n d But if I understand the Bible corundergraduates find it difficult to rectly, the emphasis is not on the
see patterns in their courses and exclusivity, but on halping us to
to relate what they learn to life. see the consequences of our
Archibald MacLeish observed in choices, and encouraging us to
1920, 'There can be no educa- receive with gratitude God's
gifts in nature and grace.
Gordon J. Van Wylen
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News

Sexual Harassment Symposium: An Interview
with Drs. Nancy Taylor and William Cohen
by Sarah Eberhard
"Sexual harassment is a form
of sex discrimination and is illegal. It includes any inappropriate and unwanted conduct
of a sexual nature which has a
negative effect on the educational or employment benefits,
climate or opportunities of any
student or employee." This
definition of sexual harassment
can be found in the policy statement on sexual harassment and
grievance procedure which was
put together by a committee in
February 1985. This policy has
not yet been implemented,
however. This failure of implementation causes different
feelings in Professor Nancy
Taylor of the English Dept. and
Professor William Cohen of the
History Dept.
Professor Taylor believes that
the policy 4'absolutely" needs to
be implemented and that after
being worked on for two years, it
shouldn't be just sitting around.
Professor Taylor believes that
"victims of sexual harassment
need and deserve to have a
system by which their complaints can be registered and activities stopped." The victims
can't handle it on their own and
need a neutral body which will
help them.
Professor Taylor also believes
that a policy would be helpful
against false accusations
through its screening process.
The implemented system gives a
true victim a methodology which
can be followed for help. The
system also will act as a deterrent to would be harassers.
According to Professor Taylor,
there is an assumption of trusfon

college campuses between the
faculty and the students. Sexual
harassment is a violation of that
trust which affects our environment of learning. We, as
students, should h a v e an
understanding that the professors don't have ulterior
motives. The use of sexual
harassment can also be an abuse
of power, in addition to being a
violation of our trust.
When asked if she knew of any
actual cases on campus. Professor Taylor replied, "Yes, I
know that it happens on this campus and anyone with their eyes
open knows it happens." Because
she believes that sexual harassment demolishes the victim's
self-concept, causes tremendous
guilt and destroys our trust in our
professors. Professor Taylor
believes that the policy should be
implemented. The policy will
also include student- on- student
harassment which she feels is
necessary. "We have an obligation to protect the dignity of
others," stresses Professor
Taylor.
Professor Cohen also
believes that Hope needs a policy
on sexual harassment but doesn't
believe that the February 1985
policy "is the best one we can
produce." "If taken at face
value," Professor Cohen states,
"the policy mnay have a chilling
effect on academic freedom."
For example. Professor Cohen
points out that point IB of the section defining sexual harassment
defines verbal and non-verbal insults as including "lewd, obscene
or sexually suggestive remarks,
gestures, and audio and visual
material directed at a person individually or which one or more

persons find offensive." He can
see people as they teach their
classes thinking, "If I say that,
would I be violating the policy?"
In one of his classes, for instance.
Professor Cohen teaches about
the lynchings which occurred in
the American South in the late
19th and early 20th centuries. He
makes a point of telling his class
that often the victims had their
genitals cut off before they were
burned to death. He does this
"with deliberate intention of
shocking my hearers into considering the barbarism of which
our supposedly civilized society
is capable." Professor Cohen
doesn't believe that a professor
"can do a good job talking about
ideas in an environment where
you are always worrying that one
thing or another that you say will
offend some part of your audience."
Professor Cohen is also concerned with appropriate due process. He doesn't feel that a combersome committee is needed.
Instead, there ought to be one
designated professional whose
duties would be to give support to
people who have been harassed
and to encourage them to press
charges whenever and wherever
appropriate." What Professor
Cohen is suggesting is that "the
educational effort in regards to
sexual harassment be kept largely separate from the process of
actually dealing with an actual
case."
Professor Cohen also believes
that it is wrong to create a council whose role is not clear. The
policy states that the members of
the Sexual Harassment Council
are to be sensitive, caring, non-

Ohio Poet
Reads
Tonight

Opus, the Hope College student
literary magazine, will host a
judgmental folk, yet they are reading by Ohio poet David
also a part of a process which can Citino on Wednesday, Dec. 10 at
lead to punishment. Professor 7:30 p.m. in the gallery of the
Cohen feels that two separate DePree Art Center.
bodies are needed: one for the
The public is invited. Admisperson pressing the matter and sion is free.
one for the accused.
^ Citino, Associate professor of
Both Professor Cohen and Pro- English at Ohio State University,
fessor Taylor are in favor of a is best known for his books, The
sexual harassment policy. Pro- Appassionata Doctrines, and The
fessor Taylor would like to see Appassionata Lectures, through
the policy that is written now im- which he created the character
plemented. Professor Cohen of Sister Mary Appassionata, a
believes that the present policy is gentle, wise and sometimes wry
inadequate. Both professors pre- Catholic School teacher whose
sent thoughtful ideas which lectures aim to blend mysteries
should help us as we think of faith with modern facts. His
through our views of a sexual other volumes are Last Rites and
harassment policy.
Other Poems, and his most recent work. The Gift of Fire.
Citino is editor of the Ohio
Journal, and poetry editor of the
Ohio State University Press. He
has received a national Endowment for the Arts Poetry
Fellowship, the first annual
Poetry Prize from the State
Library of Ohio, the Alumni
Dr. Karen Neufeld, associate A w a r d f o r D i s t i n g u i s h e d
professor of education at Hope Teaching from Ohio State, and
College, is the recipient of a two I n d i v i d u a l A r t i s t ' s
American Association of Col- Fellowships from the Ohio Arts
leges of Teacher Education Council.
Grant to Small Colleges for Personnel Preparation and Education of the Handicapped.
The $1,000 award will support
literacy training workshops for
Hope students in secondary
education which will be held next
semester in conjunction with
Neufeld's "Reading Content"
course. The workhops, totaling 12
hours of instruction, will certify
secondary education students as
trained literacy volunteers for
community work.

Neufield
Recieves
Award

Freeze Frame:
Does Hope Need a Sexual Harassment Policy ?
* 1 '

Dr. Cohen
" We need a sexual harassment
policy, but I don't believe this is
he best one we can produce. If
aken at face value, the policy
may have a chilling effect on
academic freedom/

Dr. Nancy Taylor
4
'The Sexual Harassment
policy absolutely needs to be implemented. Victims of sexual
harassment need and desire to
have a system by which their
complaints can be registered and
activities can be stoDDed.'

•

Scott Carpenter
"Hope College definitely needs
a Sexual Harassment policy
since sexual harassment is
definitely a problem at Hope...
"The question, however, is not
as simple as it appears to be and
the current policy, though it
hasn't been officially adopted,
has a number of ambiguities that
should probably be addressed.
Questions as to the definition of
sexual harassment and to the
composition of the Council that is
to oversee the administration of
the policy are first among these.
My primary concern, however; is
not specifically with the policy
itself but with the present attitude surrounding it. To many, I
J J
—
- asbe-

ing an end in itself; a "well we've
written the policy now what more
do you want" type attitude. In
my opinion, there must also be a
commitment to follow the policy
or at the very least pay attention
to it (something which I feel has
not been adequately done in the
past)...
"As I understand it the policy
was drafted last February and
while I have been told that it is 'in
effect' it still has not been passed
by either of the two campus
governance boards that need to
act on it. How can a policy be implemented if it hasn't even been
passed? ...I do not know the
reason why there has been this
tie up but I do know that while the
policy slipped through the cracks
some time last semester there
have been a number of individuals that could have benefitted from the policy's implementation. As I said before, sexual
harassment is a problem at
Hni
^

Nancy Miller
"I ait) convinced that the
policy should be implemented as
soon as possible for the obvious
reason that when problems surface, we will do a better job of
dealing with them if we have an
established policy to follow.
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A Summary of Hope's Sexual Harassment Policy
The Hope Policy Statement on
Sexual H a r a s s m e n t and
Grievance P r o c e d u r e , as
developed by the Ad Hoc Committee on Sexual Harassment, is
divided into three sections: ( D a
description and explanation of
what sexual harassmenH is 5 (2) a
statement outlining the structure
and functions of the Sexual
Harassment Council; and (3) a
description of what procedure is
to be followed when instances involving possible sexual harass- 1
ment arise.
According to the policy statement, sexual harassment can
take place in many forms. This
includes generalized 'sexist
remarks or sexist behavior
which may not lead to sexual activity, but may otherwise de-

mean students because of their
gender or sexual orientation. •
Verbal and non-verbal insults
may also be sexual harassment
if teaching materials or remarks
are used that may be offensive to
one or more students. Sexual advances with or without sanctions
where a faculty or administrator
requests improper social or sexual encounters is4also covered in
the policy statement. Finally, the
policy addresses sexual assaults
and crimes.
The Sexual Harassment Coun- •
cil is an informed group of persons (currently unappointed) "to
whom students and other
members of the community may
come with inquires, concerns or
complaints when they wish to
receive counsel and informa-
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tion." The Council will provide names are to be widely published
counseling to those who may (when they are appointed), are
have been sexually harassed, to undergo training to insure
and will provide "avenues for their understanding of the issues
resolution of grievances arising of sexual harassment.
from behavior which might be interpreted as sexual harassThe Grievance Procedure
ment." The Council will also be outlines the methods which the
an informative body, actively Council may use to instruct and
educating the College communi- i n f o r m p e r s o n s s e e k i n g
ty about the complexities of sex- assistance of the informal and
ual harassment.
formal options open to them. In
exceptional cases, the College
The Council is to be appointed may pursue allegations against
by the President after consulta- an individual even though the
tion with interested parties. The complainant does not wish to file
poliey includes a list of qualities a formal complaint. The policy
which would be helpful for Coun- explains the procedures of forcil members, including sensitivi- mal complaints, and the correcty, knowledge, respect for con- tive actions which may be given
fidentiality, and effectiveness. in instances where sexual
The Council members, whose harassment is found.
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J.L.Murphy Hoirstyling
375 Columbia Ave. 392-6221
O n e b l o c k s o u t h of t h e D o w C e n t e r

Perms for Wild Waves - $25.00
Cuts that come alive - $6.00
HOPE STUDENTS:

w a n t our salon to be your salon;

in your business w e w i l l o f f e r the best price.

When it comes to hair, w e are the stylemakers

David Jensen, director of
libraries, recently represented
Hope College at a first-ever conference for chief librarians from
§0 of the nation's leading liberal
arts colleges held at Oberlin College in Ohio.
The l^y-invitation-only meeting
was organized to discuss such
common concerns as lack of
federal funding for research, the
pj^serv^tion of deterioration collations.

Jensen is currently busy with
the planning for the interior
design and automated catalog
system for the new Gordon J. and
Margaret D. Van Wylen Library
which is under construction on
College Ave. between 10th St. and
Graves PI. He joined Hope College in 1984 and is a graduate of
Greensboro College and holds a
m a s t e r ' s degree from the
University of North Carolina.

Student Congress Reports
thirty-two to thirty-six seats, as
drafted by Kori LeVos, was
debated. The idea of the plan is to
allow for more equal representation without adding more seats
than are necessary. Under the
current representation, districts
like the cottages, Gilmore Hall
and Voorhees Hall are underrepresented in comparison to the
other districts.
In addition to the representation plan, a proposal has been
Becky Bensel reported that the made to require that at least two
Residential Life Committee has of the four Dykstra represenmade plans to establish a com- tatives should be freshmen. The
mittee which will review written representation changes will be
applications for off-campus discussed further during the next
students and will oversee selec- Student Congress meeting.
tion procedures for off-campus
Among the new business matstudent housing. The committee ters that were discussed was a
also recommended orientation request for responses to letters
procedures for off-campus sent by students in Japan, asking
students that will focus on tenant general questions about the coland landlord rights.
lege.
An issue over the effectiveness
Eric Shotwell reported that the
ad hoc committee for committee of the smoke alarms hasd been
expeditions has drafted a letter raised because of a complaint
and has decided that committee about the fire and smoke damage
appointments are good as they to the possessions of one student,
now stand until next semester.
The alarm did not go off until
Krystal VanWulfen reported somebody had set if off. As the
that the International Education final item of new business, the
C o m m i t t e e d i s c u s s e d the Student Congress accepted the
Netherlands study program.
Appropriations Committee's reLarry Wagenaar reported that quest to sent $500 to the Lacrosse
the Campus Life Board has Club because of the need to
reviewed the sexual harassment replace the helmets so that they
policy.
will meet safety stndards and
Forrest Hoover reported that because the club suffered a cut in
the Student Communications the Dow budget.
The next Student Congress
Media Committee took interviews for WTHS g e n e r a l meeting will be held early next
manager; the decision will be semester. Students who want to
express their concerns over
made Thursday, December 11.
Old business that was covered issues with regard to the college
included passing the amend- are encouraged to contact their
ments to. the Constitution of the student congress representatives
Hope College Student Congress. so that these concerns may be
Also, the plan to raise the Student brought up for discussion at the
Congress representation from Student Congress meetings.

by Karl Ocks II
Business went on as usual at
last Thursday's Student Congress meeting.
Forrest Hoover reported that
the Academic Affairs Board
studied the policy on plagiarism
and academic dishonesty as
outlined under the honor code.
The board also discussed the
policy on internships and amended it.
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A Review: The Color of Money

Top Movies Coming this Spring
by Eric Nlmz
The films for spring 1987 were
chosen by S.A.C. on December 2
Usmg the results of the survey
forms distributed at Winants and
at Preview Night, the following
schedule was agreed upon.
January 16, 17. F - X ; A

byRobpearseandDoueBeck
Going into this movie, we had
high expectations After all Paul
famed French d i r e o n r I p p h i n . Newman has recreated his role
38 F a s t E d d i e f r o m
Godard This film hLs £
The HusUer
blasted and n T a S f n r ^
and added Tom Cruise, as Vinrentice F
modern portrayal of the Virein ci se an tr' e ht ii rs e adP P001
a s t Eddie
Mary as Tbasketball nlatin*
P hustler who runs
station attendant.
a bar and pool place and seems to
March 6 7: Gandhi Thp lifp nf b e hored with his occupation,
Indian leader Mahatma OanHhi 0 n e evening at work he stumbles
and the
u:.
across young Vincent, an ap•

il is uic story oi an cau 10 i
dan
c e r trying to get discover the victim's husband
the attent'on of a pretty society does not want her back. April
^ t f S ! l e a ^ P i e n t y o f
. D l v a : The critically acdancing to get you warmed up for claimed film about music and
Winter Fantasia. 2) Notorious: A murder. It blends opera and new
thriller with Ingrid Bergman and wave into a progressive soundthe late Gary Grant. It is the track unlike any other. This
story of spies and counter-spies French film has been the hit on
directed with spinetingling effi- campuses all across America.
ciency by the master of suspense
April 17, 18: Leagal Eagles:
Alfred Hitchcock.
Robert Redford is a lawyer who
January 30, 31: Out of Africa: falls in love with his client with
ihe story of Isak Dmesen and potentially deadly and definitelv
her adventures in Kenya. The humorous results.
film is a powerful love story as
April 24, 25: MASH and The
0 k
at differin
Dear
nfih.rff tk- ? J
g
Hunter: These films deal
cultures. TTns Academy Award with war in a very different light
"winning
""
. — stars
-X
- •
. -RedA C U ic .UA lilvv,
-a.
i
film
Robert
MASH
is the film whichu started
it..*
ford and Meryl Streep and is the all at the 4077. The Dear Hunter
perfect ending for the activities is a Michael Cimino film dealing
of Women's Week.
with Vietnam and the effects that
February 6,7: Ferris Bueller's action had upon the men who
Day Olf: Ferris Bueller is the fought there. This powerful film
story of a boy who enjoys life and won five Academy Awards.
feels school is a waste of time
May l, 2: Animal House and
which could be used better in the The Blue Brothers: Relax and
quest for fun.
enjoy the last weekend of the
school
year with these comedy
February 13,14: Funny Girl: A

cellent in their roles. Newman

Brothers is the story of a mission
from God to save an orphanage.
Both films star the late John
Belushi in his two best roles.
N O t e : These dates are
Please INote:
f"
ihese dates are
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What drags the c h a r a c t e r s
down however, is the plot, or
should we say, the lack thereof,
The movie commences abruptly
when Eddie meets Vincent, and
the audience believes that it is
a t of a
£, .
. 8 r e a t hustling
movie The movie never moves
much from this point. The plot
stagnates as it wallows in introductory material. Eventually
the movie seems to change pace
near the middle of E d d i e regains

eventually T- h -e
seems to master Eddie's pool
m o v i e plot re
principles while maintaining his undeveloped and shallow,
utter cockiness.

BLOOM COUNTY

KsteSdS » w S
the story of a wealthy dancer
who s fortune is gambled away.
This movie is the perfect film to
lighten the mid-winter, winter
break blues.
Februarv 20 21- Hpii urarv-

portrays Eddie as a person who
h 3 5 "' 1 l i v e d U P h i s potential, he
w a s fallin
g behind in life-he was
Jivmg his life in denouement.
When Vincent comes into Eddie's
^ h e is revived and heads
t? w a rd a new peak in life.
Newman s versatile acting por' r a y e d the character in both extremes, in the doldrums and
hack in the saddle again.
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Bus Stop: A Successful Venture
by E. Reka Jellema
William Inge's play Bus Stop is
set at Grace's, a diner between
Topeka, Kansas, and Kansas City Missouri, where five people
riding on a bus are stranded in a
blizzard. Bo, (B. Weller) is a
ranch owner and cowboy from
Montana, who is mezmerized by
Cheri* (Maria Westerhoff), the
singer at The Blue Dragon, a
night club. Because the two
become "familiar" with each
other. Bo takes it for granted
Cherie will return with him to
Montana as his bride, but conflict
arises because Cherie, who Bo
calls Cherry, defines "molestin"'
as forcing her to do something
she doesn't necessarily want to
do, not becoming familiar with
her. Traveling with Bo is an older
rancher, Virgil Blessing (Tim
Van Bruggen), who has been like
„a father to Bo since he was orphaned at an early age. Virg is a
wise, weather beaten cowboy
whose main occupation is advising Bo and keeping him out of
trouble.
Dr. Lyman (Ben Johnson), a
doctor of Philosophy, is another
passenger on the bus victimized
by the blizzard. A survivor of
three failed marriages. Dr.
Lyman has a penchant for booze
and young girls. About Dr.
Lyman, Maria Westerhoff says,
"He is struggling with emotional
and psychological problems and
the sensitivity with which he

treats her, calling her "My
dear," and kissing her hand.
Grace is a good hearted
woman with an absentee husband who keeps herself occupied
running the diner-bus stop, and
entertaining occasional bus
drivers in her apartment, the
favorite of which is Carl, the
driver of the stranded bus. A particularly funny part of the play
occurs when Grace goes to her
apartment because the only
thing that's going to help the
headache that is "drivin' her
wild," is to lie down, right after
Carl steps out of the diner to take
a long walk in the middle of the
blizzard, and when hours later
they return separately, the
sheriff Will (Mark Stillman
Riley) asks Grace pointedly,
"How's that headache?" and to
Carl, "Have a good walk?" Will
goes on to say that it's a funny
thing, Carl's overboots are on the
mat right outside of Grace's
apartment.
Ben Johnson felt that the
character of Will is "The kind of
guy you always expect to be
there." This is true, since Will
keeps an eye on the troublesome
Bo, and the drunken Dr. Lyman,
who says to Elma, "I always feel
safer when the sheriff leaves the
room." Johnson goes on to say
Will is, "Very stationary and
down to earth. He does his job
and does it will. He's a good

Christian (since when m e
reverend Hezekiah Pearson beat
him within inches of his life for
stealing a horse, he repented)
who has a little fun now and then,
and all he wants to do is make
people happy, that's enough for
him."
These characters in Bus Stop
could be anyone. The diner,
director John Tammi points out,
"isn't one historically accurate
d i n e r . It is a n y d i n e r ,
anywhere." Tammi wanted to
create a universal diner, and a
universal diner would contain
their effects. (In the course of the
play,) he goes through a realization of what those problems are.
(He has) all this knowledge of the
world, but without the sense to
put things together in his life."
Particularly impressed with
Dr. Lyman's smarts is Elma
Duckworth (Elizabeth
Cochrane), the waitress at
Grace's. Performing the part of
Grace, Leni Weisl describes
Elma as coming form a good
family.
She's a good girl with common
sense. Grace worries about what
Elma and her parents think of
her. She's enthusiastic, she is
studying French, has read
Shakespeare, and is interested in
different things." Decidedly
unworldly-wise and a romantic,
Elma is infatuated by Dr.
Lyman's professional manner of
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Grace's diner isn't at all signifi-# a s m a 1 1 roadside diner, 30 miles
cant But it is, as T^mmi calls it, * jy®®* ^ Kansas City, Missouri,
"a little comer of life." In a big-* ^ a t a l s 0 3Ct® 3 s a ^ S |?P
ger scale play like The Sound o f # a ^ a ( b u s , J i n e s - A, March
Music, we want to know what's snowstorm coming in like a
going to happen because the ac-»J|°" strands the passengers of
b bis mostfkc tate^
ron
m B u s 'thf
^ oTopika
p i k a bus
bus in
in the
the diner
diner overoverStop we know what's going to#
W

resume r its #

The

Play

deve

lops the comical

day in life that happens to be a PMosopher and the young
blteard, and these
are always going to be finding# his more mature sidekick,
bus stops in their lives. None oL
them have a home. Dr. Lyman is
^
,
mi_
going to keep going literally from^ T j j e c a s t ^ Bus Stop includes:
bus stop to bus stop, Carl will feel
Elizabeth Cochrane,
at home every couple of d a y ^ ^ P ^ o r a o r e Ben Johnson, senior
when he breezes in Grace's door ^ . a r k Mekkes, senior Mark
for a quickie between busses, and® R i l e y ' freshman Tim VanBrugeven Elma, for whom each. | e n ' 3 ™ Helena Weisl junior
character reveals what life may ® a r i 7 ^ e } ev, a
sophomore
Maria
end
up
to
be
like,
will
soon
be#
Westerhoff.
m cm'our
leaving home.
MTVBAV
„
The
___ set for Bus Stop was
Director of Theatre, John
MM./SHB?
irW
designed by Tom Boelman,# xammi, directs Bus Stop. Acting
BACnNB.. whose last work was seen in last
a s assistant to the director is
semester's production of Sartre's# junior Shelly Krause and stage
No Exit. The set succeeded in # manager is sophomore Trina
creating a diner environment; Light. Sophomore Tom Boelman
there was a dated refrigerator, a # designs the set for the play.
50's telephone, a wood-burning
stove, and old red revolving bar#
• ^
^
stools. Also an effective set i n - A r r i f u s f ^ P 18 , HoP® ~ o l l e g ®
novation was the situation of t h e # ^ h e a ^ r ? ^
w h i ^ w m akn
blizzard blowing its way into
J
I
f
n
c
^
p r a n! 7
p
diner. "The set has a mood of p" n e n s t e^r n a r eh D e a d asnh
thp
nd The
realism rather than .being a # ^ ^ c
representational view of a M a i a 5 NEFUmto
diner," says set supervisor®
AMOK IN m
Richard Smith. The outside en- # Tickets cost $5 for adults, $4 for
MM mnex/
vironment comes out of the in- senior citizens and $3 for
terlor; the snow, the storm, and#students. Tickets can be obtained
like an Island It Is a black ex- by calling 392-1449 between 10
panse where the characters#a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through
float. '
Saturday or by visiting the Hope
Stage management Is by Trlna College ticket office located In
Light, and assisting the dlrector.the DeWitt Center at the corner
Is Shelley Krause. Bus Stop will of 12th Street-and Coltflftbia
be performed again Dec. 11-13#Avenue.
and tickets are available at the
^
^ ^ ticket office in DeWitt.
• • • • • • • • • ' ,
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representatives of people from
d i f f e r e n t w a l k s of l i f e ,
stereotypical characters; a
cowboy, a drunken, lecherous
college professor, a sleazy
busdriver, a "chaunteuse" from
the Ozarks, a small town sheriff.
But what is so delightful is the ex- •
tent of humanity revealed so
strongly by each charcter. Grace w by Kristine Rumery
wants Elma to forgive her for 9 Bus Stop, a heartwarming tale
having an affair with Carl of romance between stranded
because without a man once in a • travelers, opened at Hope Colwhile, she'd get grouchy. Tammi lege Theatre Friday, Dec. 5.
1
was performrefers to Cherie as "a painted m The comedy
" also
woman with a heart of gold, a # e d Dec.6 and will be performed
victim of circumstance whose Dec. 11-13. Each show begins at 8
outer life has nothing to do with #p.m. in the DeWitt Center
her inner self." And when Elma Theatre.
tells Dr. Lyman he is the
The play, written by William
smartest man she's ever met,
•
I
n
g
e , was first presented by
Lyman says, "Smart? Yes, I'm
Robert
Whitehead and Roger L.
very smart. Wouldn't it have #
u t o i nice
m i w to be
../v, intelligent."
Stevens at the Music Box in New
been
Through his careful, meticulous • York City on March 2,1955. In a
casting, Tammi is successful in review of the original show,
creating three dimensions out of • Watts of the N.Y. Post wrote, "...
two dimensional stereotype m Inge brings to the theatre a kind
characters
warm hearted compassion.
What is shown in Bus Stop is # creative vigor, freshness of apthe fascination in the small and proach and appreciation of
the seemingly insignificant on# average humanity that can be
the part of Inge and Tammi as w o n d e r f u l l y touching and
playwright and director. This stimulating."

As the Bus Stops
by H. Bosch
When I first heard that the
Hope College Theatre was going
to present Bus Stop as part of
their fall season, my first reaction was to say, 4,Oh, no..not that
old dog."
This play written by William
Inge, has long been a favorite in
the Acting I and II classes here,
as well as being used by darn
near every young girl for an
audition piece since the Year
Zero.
Then I said, hey, I'm supposed
to be an open-minded liberal arts
student; let's give these people a
chance. Perhaps it gets used so
much because it's a piece of
quality scripting.

rhymn that lets the lavish
character exposition that Inge is
famous for unfold at a rate unforced by the need to keep an audience's laugh quotient at par.
That's right, this ain't no musical
comedy, despite it's healthy portion of bon mots. Costuming
was the province of Lois Carder,
and represents some good solid
design conception, all of the constumes, no matter how disheveled or plain, seemed to hold the
essence of a style that satisfied
the eye while exactly fitting the
character's personality. Michael
Grindstaff's lighting design
unobstrusively illuminated the
action while setting a bleak,
fluorescent, slightly grimy
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Wanted
So, with anticipation, (not unmixed with tepidation). I purchased my ticket for opening
night. As I waited for the curtain,
I sat and appraised the set. It
was fairly obvious that it was
made to be easily transported,
since the play is an associate entry in the American College
Threatre Festival regional competition. Built of tall flat panels
reaching up to the proscenium
arch, with some set peices like a
coat rack, luncheon counter, and
grill thrown in, It aptly gave the
Illusion of, you guessed It, a bus
stop between Kansas City and
Topeka. The sound of some vintage steel-string country and
western music competed with a
howling winter storm wind as
two women, matron and maiden,
bustled about, checking the food
stock, trying the dead phone, and
waiting for the late bus.
As the story unfolds, we get a
little more Insight into these people, as we meet some more of the
d r a m a t i s p e r s o n a e : Will
Masters, the local sheriff, Carl,
the bus driver, and the
passengers: Cherie, a nightclub
singer. Dr. Gerald Lyman, a
disreputable professorial souse,
and Virgil and Bo, two rooting',
tootin' good or boys fresh offa
their Montana ranch.
This three act romance was
directed by faculty member John
Tammi, and represents a
welcome return to the Hope
theatre department after his long
sabbatical. Mr. Tammi's sense
of pacing in this effort shows a
good feel for the timing in this
script, letting the events occur at
a natural, deliberate, late-night

mood. The scene design, Thomas
Boelman, preciesly depicted a
1950's era bus stop without
bludgeoning the audience over
the head with a Truman poster,
or the stage crew with a cyclopean construction that will require a regiment of Seabees to
move.
The characterizations In this
piece are generally acute,
although one could hardly escape
noticing some very pet mannerisms displayed by Barry
Weller and Mark Mekkes. Marie
Westerhoff and Helena Weisl
turned in really marvelous performances, Ms. Weisl in particular dropping without a ripple
into her part. Ben Johnson's old
lush stirred everyone to an
uneasy pity, while Elizabeth
Cochrane might be gently advised in a regrettably unvaried high
pitch In order to project.
Well, there we have it: a fairly
modern drama set in a ubiquitous setting, performed with
zest by a talented ensemble, orchestrated and abetted by a very
capable production and design
staff. I would hope.that the college community will avail
themselved of the opportunit to
take in what is after all, I find I
must concede, a darn good evening of theatre. That is the best
way to find out why it is a
romance, since I've avoided
spilling the beans on the plotline.
Tickets are available through
the ticket office in Dewitt for the
11th through the 13th during
business hours and up to
showtime on performance
nigits.

by the Ruthless
Anchor Staff ! !
News and Copy Editor

Applications
are available in the
Anchor Office in Dewitt
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Tammi Back at Hope for "Bus Stop"
by Irene V. Hatch
John Tammi, a member of the
Hope College Theater Department, has returned to Hope after
two years away. He is the director of Bus Stop, playing this
weekend in the DeWitt Theater.
Directing Bus Stop is a
"welcome back" title for Tammi, who had not been involved
with the Hope College Theater
Department for the past two
years. In that time, he was involved in starting a new
business. "I was vice-president
and producer-director of a company that made tape recordings
of books." he explained. "I decided to take a break from theater
work because I wanted to do
something new. It was challenging because no one had ever tried

to put complete books in multivoice recordings before. I had to
find my own way, because there
was no one who could tell me how
to do it."
After two years, Tammi decided to get back into theater work.
"The newness of the business
had begun to wear off. There was
very little variety and it was less
creatively satisfying than
theater work. The tape business
was more 'alone' work and there
was not as much chance for the
cooperative group effort that you
find in producing plays. I missed
that group effort." So he returned to his position in Hope's
Theater Department.
As well as directing several
Hope plays a year, Tammi also
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teaches Introduction to Theater,
Stage Direction, History of the
Theater, and, next semester,
American Theater as well.
"Teaching can be either the
worst experience or the best,
rewarding experience possible,"
Tammi said. "If you don't feel
like you're making progress
teaching, it's terrible. You feel
like it's pointless, that you're just
getting in the way. But when it's
going well, it's challenging,
fulfilling—you feel like you're
helping and being productive. It
also demands one to explore new
and different methods."
Tammi also e n j o y s the
challenge of directing and producing. He said, "You can draw
on past experience but every pro-

duction is as if we're exploring a
new territory."
T a m m i g r a d u a t e d from
Gustavus-Adolphus College, a
small Swedish-Lutheran school
in Minnesota, where he majored
in speech and theater. He also
received a graduate degree from
the University of Minnesota in
Theater Arts.
He cannot say when he decided
to go into theater work. "I was involved in many things in
school—I wrote for the paper,
was in student government.

many other theatrical productions besided Bus Stop. As well as
acting in and directing various
plays thoughout high school and
college, he has directed one at
the Community Circle in the
Park Theater in Grand Rapids.
He is the founding artistic director of the Hope Summer Repertory Theater, and has directed
several of their productions. In
1974 he directed well-known
magician David Copperfield in
Copperfield's first major professional producation. The play,
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played hockey, and also participated in school palys. Eventually I discovered that I found
the most satisfaction from
theater producations, and I kind
of 'gravitated' towards that
area." Although he participated
in acting any many other areas
of theater, he moved more
towards directing and producing.
"I began to find that I had a
'director's viewpoint'—although
I acted, I began to observe and
visualize how things should be
done in the theater."
Tammi has been involved in

"VOLLEYBALL MATCH OF CENTURY"
This Thursday Nights 6:00 P.M.
Holland City Armory
(On 9th St. Next to izzy's)

The Staff of WTHS-Hope College Radio
Takes on The Staff of Woolworth's of Holland,
Admission is free, and donations go to
the Salvation Army
One lucky donor will be the winner of a stocking full of
$250°° Worth of Merchandise From Woolworth's.

The Magic Man, was held at the
First Chicago Center.
Tammi says that Bus Stop is a
"human drama on an intimate
scale, involving common people
who are caught by chance at a
crossroads in their lives." Set in
a small diner on the Kansas
plains, Bus Stop finds a group of
travelers unexpectedly stranded
t o g e t h e r by a b l i z z a r d .
Throughout the course of the
play, the circumstances of the
characters provide them with an
experience of discovery and a
chance to grow.
"I would like to bring the play
as close to the audience as I
can," Tammi said of his objectives as director. "I want the audience to get to know the people
In the play, to feel as If they are
really In a Kansas diner during a
blizzard. This play can be a very
Intimate encounter for the audience."
Tammi also directed Bus Stop
once before, In 1973. He feels that
It was a good experience and he
looked forward to directing It
again at Hope. "Bus Stop was
chosen for this year by a general
consensus of the whole theater
department," he explained. "We
felt that it was the type of play
that balances the season. It's a
realsltic play and fits well between a musical like Cotton Patch
Gospel and a play like
Rosencratz and Guildenstern are
Dead (to be performed next
semester)."
Bus Stop continues this Thursday, Friday, and Saturday night.
Curtain Is at 8:00 p.m.
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Life in Aberdeen, Scotland
there. (I should know—I went to
by Todd VerBeck
Due west of here, the first state all of those places and more in
you come to is Alaska. You might the three weeks before classes
hear a student casually mention started.) And since most tourists
how many fags he's had today. A visit Europe in July and August,
17-year-old has no trouble getting there are few crowds to contend
served in the on-campus bar. with. (And YES, is is safe.)
Even for those without the
Notebook paper has only two
holes along the left edge. You can budget for lots of travel, the
call your parents at 4:00 in the island of Great Britain alone has
morning without worrying about enough wonderful places to go to
waking them up. Everybody satisfy any traveller, at cheap
sounds like the Chief Engineer on British Rail student prices.
the U.S.S. Enterprise. Where is (Again, I speak from experience—I spent a month and a
this?
As anyone could easily figure half in Britain three years ago.)
out from the above clues, I am With the help of the Let's Go
describing the city of Aberdeen travel guides, an overseas stuin northern Scotland. That's dent can have the vacation of a'
where Meg Garver, Sean Harris, lifetime for relatively little
Heather Noll, Michele Perzee, money.
Beyond the institution and the
Tim Tenhor, Amdrea Uncapher,
Julie Zuwerink, and I—all Hope location, the most compelling
juniors and seniors—are living reason for coming to Aberdeen is
personal. Let's face if: while
right now.
Instead of spending another Hope isn't quiet the homogenizyear going to SAC dances, eating ed, middle'class, Dutch, reformSouth of the Boarder Caserole in ed wasteland that critics (like
Phelps, and playing I.M. basket- myself) have characterized it as,
ball, these adventurous souls are it is far from cosmopolitan (exgoing to wine and cheese parties, cept for a relatively small—but
eating hoggies in cozy old pubs, important—group of men in
playing rugby and parachuting. green shirts.) coming to AberOne student describes it as "a deen has allowed each of us to
meet new and different people
European Vacation for credit!"
Of course, in order to get credit and make new friends.
We have heard first-hand what
for this "vacation", we have to
go to classes and do some of the the British think of Reagan (not
usual studying. In fact, the all of it bad), learned about the
classes themselves are almost Liber-SDP, Labour, and conserreason enough to come to Aber- vative Parties (which tend to
deen. Where else will you find a made our Republican and
whole series of classes devoted to Democratic Parties look like
Scottish History or Celtic wishy washy moderates) and the
Scottish National party which is
(language)?
In addition to the classes that a working to free Scotland from
Scottish school would have a English rule. We have joined
natural specialty in, Aberdeen some of the more than 100
has other things to offer. While it societies on Aberdeen's campus,
is far smaller than, say U-M or which range from Anglican
State, it is a major universi- Society to the 17 Century Battle
ty—not a small liberal arts col- Re-enactment Society to Amneslege. It has resources that Hope ty International to the Cinema
Society. There are societies for
;lacks.
C For example, Hope has a good almost every academic disciplcomputer Science Department ing, any political inclination betwith excellent classes. But with ween fascism and anarchism,
limited staff and students, they and a few dedicated solely to the
annot offer everything. Even, appreciation of certain varieties
ough Comp. Sci. is not one of of the great beers available here.
In the process of learning
.U.'s more outstanding departments, they offer courses Hope about others, we are also learncannot. The reverse is true as ing a lot about ourseloves. While
well, of course. Aberdeen doesn't that sounds painful and
have all of Hope's offerings, but traumatic, it isn't really, I have
overseas students can still take learned that I can survive outthem at Hope. The off-campus side of Hope, Michigan, even
study programs allow you to pick North America. 1 have gone out
into the Real World and lived to
the best of both schools.
But, as I said, academics were tell about it. That knowledge is
only part of the reason for com- enough to give you the confidenct
ing to Aberdeen. A major incen- to head into the Real World
tive had nothing to do with the p r m a n e n t l y w h e n y o u
University and the City of Aber- graduate. What makes this condeen themselves. At both fidence builder so ideal is that
Christmas and Easter, there are there is still a safety net to fall
month-long breaks during which back into. While a student is
the students staying for the full primarily on their own here,
year are free to do as they t h e r e a r e a l w a y s o t h e r
please. And once you're in Americans to go to if you want
Europe, the cost of travel is someone to talk to. The Scottish
unbelievably cheap, especially and English students are more
with the help of the University than happy to help you adapt to
Travel shop. For example, you things here. And finally, there is
can get a round trip train ticket the knowledge that Hope CoUege
to London from Aberdeen (a long is back in the U.S. of A. waiting
haul by European standards) for for you when you return—if you
about U.S. $50. Paris, Amster- want to.
A b e r d e e n : an E n g l i s h dam, Berlin, and Munich are all
in easy reaching distance from . speaking neighbor who sounds

Burger King, fish and chips to
take away, a real Student Union,
four different series of multicoloured currency, a Student
Council President on a full-time
salary, a 15-minute bus ride
downtown, cars coming from the
"wrong" direction, a great excuse for seeing Europe, a drinking age of 18, famous bands in

like he's really speaking another
language, a single room at no extra cost, a pint of ale (in any of
half a dozen unique varieties) for
about a dollar, buildings that predate the Mayflower, darkness
falling in mid-afternoon in
December, no Turkey Day, a student paper that cost 15 cents, the
wild Charities Campaign, no
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local concerts, the world at your
fingertips, men in kilts and
punks, the world's 2nd-largest
granite building, early album
releases, "Sorry? What did you
say?", free museums, bagpipes
and the Eurythmics, steak-andkidneypie...
Beam me over, Scotty!
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EXAM WEEK BREAK
OPUS/ENGLISH DEPT.
PRESENTS

STUDENT WRITERS
READING F R O M

THEIR LIVES
(Familiar Essays: Narratives,
Character Sketches, Descriptions)
John Armstrong
Julie Cataldo
Richard Bourne
Linda Davis
Kathy McGookey
Jill Mannor
Inga Sappok
Jack Oonk
Mark Riley
Kristy Sweers
Michelle VanderJagt

Art Gallery, 7:00-9:00
Tuesday, December 16
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May Term in Japan a Unique Experience
by Christie Phillips
Since 1965 Hope College has
recieved over 500 Japanese
students from Meiji Gakuin
University. Hope's ties to the
university go back to 1877 when
the schools of Presbyterian
minister J.C. Hepburn and
Reformed Church Minister Dr.
S.R. Brown joined to form the
Union S e m i n a r y , w h i c h
developed into what is known today as "Meiji Gakuin."
In 1979 Hope sent students to
M.G.U. for the first time; the exchange program as it stands now
has been running for 7 years.
Leading the program this year
will be Dr. Phil Tanis, professer
of mathematics, and Dr. Tom
Ludwig, professer of physcology.
Leadership of the program is
based on a rotation plan designed
to expose as many different professers from as many different
disciplines as possible to
Japanese culture. Because of
this, future students taking part
in the M.G.U. term will be able to
discuss their five credit course
choice in a specific disciplines
with a p r o f e s s e r of t h a t
discipline. The professer will
have experienced Japinese
culture and will be able to relate
this to the student and his or her
interests.

Added Dr. Tanis, "...in a way,
it will be interesting for both us
and the students-we will be
learning everything for the first
time right along with them.''
Hope students will start off the
five week, five semester credit
seminar at a Japanese seaside
resort not far from Tokoyo. The
day after their arrival on May
14th students will meet the
Japanese students from M.G.U.
who.will be partly responsible for
acclimating Hope students to
Japan. These same students will
remain with them throughout
their stay in Tokoyo and will
travel to the U.S. in August for
their stay at Hope.
A major portion of the next
four weeks will be spent in
Tokoyo at the Tokoyo YMCA
located in Suidobashi—the heart
of downtown Tokyo.
Five days
out of the week, students will
commute to Meiji Gahuim where
mornings will be spent in
cultural aclimation classes,
Japanese language survival
courses, and lectures on such
topics as group discrimination,
survey of new religions, women's
intergration in Japanese labor
and economics, ageing, crime,
and corporate mentality.
According to Sue Walter,
senior, and 86 M.G. participant,
"there is plenty of free time

hospitality of everyone I met!"
Said Amanda Dodd, junior, 86
M.G.U., "One of the most
memorable times I had in Japan
was with my host family when
we went to Hahone—an extinct
volcano located in a very mount a i n o u s r e g i o n n e a r the
ocean—we took a picnic lunch up
to the hot springs there—it was
beautiful."
Other trips near Tokoyo will include the Emperers Palace, a
trip to Nikko which is a cradle of
Japanese religion and culture
due to the concentration of or-

Japanese theatre—the
K a b u h i —with an e n g l i s h
translator, and The Shinagawa
Welfare Center which is a home
for the retarded, aged, and handicaped. Said Ben Johnson,
s o p h o m o r e . B u s i n e s s and
Theatre major and another
M.G.U. term student, "I was just
amazed at the variety of things
they had planned for us, it was a
liberal a r t s e d u c a t i o n in
itself—and if you are a tourist,
there is no way in the world you'd
see the things we saw—we got to
see the roots of Japanese culture

Dr. Tom Ludwig

mm.

Dr. Elliot Tanis
Both professers Ludwig and
Tanis have traveled extensively
in Europe but never Japan.
When asked why he chose to
accept top leadership the M.G.
May term this year, Dr. Ludwig
responded, "As we look at the
regions of the world, one of the
cultures we know the least about
is that of the Japanese—I've
traveled in Europe hut the countries are in a sense all of one
genre. The Japanese are totally
different, and they are just
beginning to open up to us."

r

which is always a constant learning experience—it's strange how
you fall into situations—I
r e m e m b e r one time Scott
Wolterink and I decided to take a
bus to wherever—we ended up in
a tiny town with nothing but a
general store and ended up being
welcomed by every single person
we saw—they were very curious
about us!"
"I have a place to go back to
now! In fact the generosity and
hospitality of my host family was
a reflection of the generosity and

nate temples and religious landmarks there. Nikko is the sight of
the famous carving of the
monkey trio, "Hear No Evil, See
No Evil, Speak No Evil."
Mt. Fuji and Kamarhura,
which boasts the worlds largest
Budda, are also usually included.
At the end of the four weeks in
Tokyo one weeks time will be
spent traveling by rail, the first
stop is Kyoto—one of Japan's
most ancient cities. It is described as one of the best examples of
Japan during the Shogun era.
This year in Kyoto students
will visit a Buddist temple which
is an active example of the Buddist religion—not a superficial
shrine. Dr. Sakahibara,
economist at M.G.U., and Buddist priest at the temple will
serve as a guide for students
there.
Both Dr. Ludwig and Dr. Tanis
stated that in the past the
Mayterm consisted primarily of
classes at M.G.U., the past few
years the course has been
revamped to allow for even more
of this valuable individual
discovery time.
Group field trips within Tokoyo
last year included trips to an
elementary school, a tour of the
Tokoyo Police Headquarters, attendance at a t r a d i t i o n a l

in so many ways!"
Other experiences included
learning how to serve a traditional Japanese tea, and Sumo
and Judo classes.
In the middle of the Tokoyo
stay students spend five days
with a host family—either with a
M.G. student or the family of a
M.G. faculty or alumni member.
M.G. arranges all homestays,
trying to match the interests of
students with those of their
students.
According to Dr. Tanis, this is
the highlight of the trip for
students and almost all the^
students from last year agreed;
"they took me everywhere and
taught me so much," said Ben.
Hiroshima is one of the final
stops of the trip. Students will
visit the peaceparh and "the
dome." The dome is the only
building left standing as a
rememberance of the holocaust.
The experience here, according to Dr. Gentile, professer
and leader of the 1986 M.G.
Maytern, is always a profound
and sobering one for students.
Amanda Dodd remembers, "We
all were just standing there staring at the dome when they
brought up this little old
Japanese man in a wheelchair.
His whole body was burnt from

radiation. He talked to us and
gave us a book which he told us
he wanted us to sign our names
in— he kept it as a personal token
of peace on his part and on the
part of the Americans who came
there. Seeing him intensified
what I felt just being there."
When asked what other impressions made a mark on him
during his stay, Ben answered:
"By spending this time in Japan
I have come to an understanding
of how to deal with another society, not only Japanese; I could
walk into an African tribe,
understanding they are different
yet knowing how to go about learning from them. The more you
know about other people, other
races, other religions, the more
you know about yourself."
Scott Wolterink explains,
"Now that I look back on the trip
I realize you could never see
what we saw as a tourist even in
one years time—and the friendships you develope not only with
Japanese but also with your own
traveling group bond so strongly
that you've got some friends for
life when you get back."
"I was bothered at first by the
seemingly blalant commercialism of some of the Buddist
temples—I would be seeing what
I saw as cheap souvenirs—but as
I spent more time observing and
interviewing I realized that the
selling of these seemingly cheap
little dolls in the likeness of Buddas was a part of a culture I had
prejudged without my right to
have done so—this was their
way."
Before departure in May
students will attend four to six
p r e p a r a t o r y s e s s i o n s on
Japanese customs, food and correct language. They will also
meet with the professer who will
help them outline a set of goals
within their chosen research
discipline. Areas have included
Religion, Business, Sociology,
Biology, History, Fine Arts, and
Education—11 students are required to write a paper on a subject within their area of interest.
Here topics have included
everything from the producation
of J a p a n e s e Sake' (Scott
Wolterink), to single parent
families in Japan (written by
non-traditional student Carol
Johnson.)
An oral report, often related to
the students chosen area of interst is required.
The Meiji Gahuim Mayterm
this year will be remembered
particularly this year for including not only the colleges
100th anniversary under the
name Meiji Gahuin, but also during this time Dr. Gordon Van
Wylen will recieve the 2nd
Honorary Degree given by
M.G.U. .
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Basketball off to Fast-Start

Dutch Women Fall to Aquinas
by PeteSchults
Winning b a s k e t b a l l has
become a tradition for the
Aquinas Saints, which the Dutch
women's basketball found out in
their Dec. 2 loss to the Saints, 7858.
"They're a tough team," admitted head coach T e r r i
McFarland. "They played with
intensity for the entire 40
minutes. We need to do that
ourselves."
McFarland believes the Dutch
have better intensity than what
they've shown in the first three
games.
"We had some good spurts in
the game," she said. "We need to
work ourselves up to be in the
game for the total 40 minutes."
"In our games, we've been
able to have some intensity.
Keeping it up the whole game has

been difficult.'
The Saints got their running
game started quickly. They
already led by 10 points early,
and opened up a 31-19 lead by
half time.
Unlike the game against St.
Mary's, in which turnovers hurt
the Dutch, poor field goal
shooting caused their demise
against Aquinas. The Dutch shot
only 19 percent from the field in
the first half, hitting only 5 shots.
"The first half killed us," said
McFarland, referring to the poor
field goal percentage.
The Dutch, however, returned
to play hard against the Saints in
the second half, and managed to
cut the lead back to 6 points at
least two intervals. They lost
some of their spark after that,
when the Saints extended the
lead again, which turned out to

May-June
Term
in Japan

be 20 points by the game's finish.
The Dutch were led by guard
Sue Biukema with 13 points and
DeeAnn Knoll chipped in 9
points. Scoring was fairly
balanced for the Dutch.
"We never know who will be
high scorer." McFarland said,
noting no one has become a dominant leader yet. "Someone will
probably emerge as a major
scorer later."
The Saints also had a well
balanced scoring attack. Alese
Keiser led all scoreres with 19
points. Brands McNeil had 16.
Cheryl Charpente 14. Cheryl
Dozier 13, And Chris Pawloski 10.
Aquinas only missed four free
throw attempts as well, compared to ten misses by Hope.
The loss, however, didn't keep
the Dutch down for long. This
past weekend, the women captured the Great Lakes Tournament title in Kalamazoo. After
winning two games on Friday to
get their record to the .500 mark,
they pulled out a 82-78 squeker
over Kalamazoo, then they put
the icing on the cake in the championship game over Albion, 56-42.
Four players were named to the
All-Tournament team including:
Biukema, Kristy Wolf, Jacque
Schaendorf, and Amanda Dodd.
With a 5-3 record, the Dutch
will travel to Judson, 111. on
Saturday.

\

Thursday
December 11
11 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

by Berke Breathed
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The women also got under way
Coach Glenn Van Wieren sees
this year as a sort of rebuilding this past weekend as they travelyear because his team has no ed to Heidleberg, Ohio for their
season opener. Their home
I seniors.
'We're looking for leadership. opener was played on Tuesday
Potentially we have good solid night against St. Mary's.
Head Coach Terri McFarland
players," said Van Wieren. "As
of yet, though, we lack the her second year is excited about
leadership that the older players the upcoming season.
"There's a youthful excitewould give us."
ment
about our team," said
The biggest test, added the
44
tenth year coach, will be with the McFarland. We only have one
rebounds and the inside game. senior, but the potential is there
Matt Strong, Todd Marsman, for a great season."
Key players this season look to
and Bill Vanderbilt will be called
be Sue Biukema and DeeAnn
upon to meet that challenge.
"We'll need all three guys to Knoll who have good experience
Ihave a great year," said Van as juniors. Jacque Schaendord
Wieren. "As soon as Bill finishes and Carolyn Rink are also exfootball he'll a a welcome addi- pected to play starring roles this
year.
| tion to our game plan."
The women will utilize the
On offense Van Wieren sees the
three-point
shot on an exI Dutchmen as lacking some of the
powerful running game that was perimental basis in the 1986
so dominant one year ago. The season. Amy Warriner is exoutside shooters will be tough, pected to help provide any fire
| but you can't win without an in- power that the lady Dutch might
need from there.
i side game.
As far as the team to beat,
A new addition to the NCAA
this season is the installment of a McFarland looks at Alma to be
three-point circle just under especially tough. After that is
[twenty feet from the basket Van Calvin.
"They're always the team to
| Wieren sees that as an added ad| vantage rather than a major fac- beat because they're always so,
tough," said M c F a r l a n d .
tor in the Dutchmen offense.
"In practice we don't even use "Kalamazoo and Arian might by
I it. We mark off a 16' line instead strong this year, but it really
and concentrate on that. It won't depends on their experience."
Kalamazoo was the doormat of
hurt us or anyone else because
the MIAA season last year but
everybody had good shooters."
The MIAA rece, as predicted since then they've picked up
by Van Wieren, will be close for some players that will be inthe second place in the league. strumental in helping the
He sees Calvin as being the Hornets back into the thick of the
toughest as all their players from race.
Coach McFarland came into
jlast season are returning.
Alma, Adrian, Albion and Hope the season after going 18-6 last
Iwill more than likely battle it out year in their 'most successful
for second place. "We all have year ever. The Lady Duch will be
the ability to beat Calvin, but not looking to continue the tradition
consistently. That's what will be of excellance as a Hope team as
Ithe difference, 4 4 said Van they journey toward the MIAA
r
crown.
ieren.
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Frisbee Team Victorious Against Kalamazoo
Unbenownst to the majority, a
certain minority has prooved
itself once again. The Hope College Ultimate Disc Team pollished of another season of competition about a month ago. The
group had been practicing since
the very first week of classes this
Fall, on and off, and by the last
w e e k in O c t o b e r , s o m e

s e m b l a n c e of o r d e r h a d
established itself. The twenty or
so person team consisted of some
two year old veterans and some
fresh newborns found a home on
the field. Day and night, rain or
shine they tossed off. Finally,
they ventured on down to
Kalamazoo college where a
grizzly group of b e a r d e d
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Ultimate players greeted them,
once the . enemy exposed their
sharpened fangs, Hope knew
they were in for some intense
competition. It was October
25th...the cold rain was falling., a
droopy grey sky hung like a wet
rag above the city...and the smell
of Ultimate was in the air. KCollege captain Mark Zigterman
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Hope Men's Volleyball
***Video Dance***

,

$150

Jan 16, 1987; 9:00pm - 1 : 0 0 a m
MAAS

CENTER

*The Hope College Men's Power Volleyball Club will hold, as their
season fund raiser, a Music Video Dance. Enjoy today s most popular
music videos with state of the art equipment. The dance will be held
tor all students and faculty at the new Maas Center on Friday, January
16th from 9:00 P.M.-1:)0 A.M. Tickets can be purchased for $1.50 in
advance from any team member or from German Professor and Coach
Sander DeHaan.

shook the hand of Hope captain
Dan O'Neill and the show began.
Taking full advantage of the long
throw. Hope scored a respectable
15 points on top of Kalamazoo's
11 point attempt. According to
correspondant Bryant Gumbi, it
was a victory well deserved.
After a brief rest and some
head-banging, Hope was hungry
for more. Out they went still burning with their glory to toss
another romp. At first, it looked
as if our Flying Discmen would
prevail in the rainy weather of
the day, but by half-time, four
player^ had to return to Holland
l e a v i n g only eight t i r e d
Hopesters to face the twentythree Neandrethals. The odds
diminished for the Discmen, but
they fought valiantly to the end,
and were slain by a mear two
points. The final scord: 13 to 15.
The score had to be settled.
Two weeks later, the K-College
coalition hit the high road to
Holland. Once again, the sky was
grey and the air cold, but their
spirits ere high. Hope's new
phosphorescent white shirts
sparkled as they went point for
piddly point in the first game up
to a tie score of 13 to 13. The
pressure was on (at about 760
mm of mercury), and lo and
behold .Kalamazoo popped two
quick frisbees into the end zone
for a victory fo 13 to 15. The new
shirts obviously didn't help, but
the second game of the doubleheader afforded Hope a chance
to even the fray. They burned up
the field in spastic fits of
revenge, scorring a quick eight
points to tie for the season.
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Pregnancy can also be enjoyed

\

\

We live in a society that emphasizes enioyment of nearly everything
w e do. One exception, however, appears to be pregnancy. While
problems and inconvenience are popularly identified with pregnancy,
one rareiy hears of the joys and satisfactions that can be found as well.
For expectant mothers, one delight is to discover how their child is
developing within their body. Some are surprised to learn that long
before they can detect the new life stirring within them, the child is
already completely formed: all organ systems are functioning; and is
actively engaged in the exercise of his or her muscles, joints and limbs,
so necessary for their growth and development.
By 25 days the heart starts beating. By 30 days the child has an
^
unmistakable human brain, eyes, ears, mouth, kidneys, liver and
umbilical cord pumping its own blood. By 45 days brain waves can be
$
detected and the child's skeleton is complete, in cartilage not bone, and
,
' buds of milk teeth appear. By 63 days he will grasp an object placed in
his palm and can make a fist.
The baby moves with an easy grace in his buoyant world, and his position in the womb is
dependent on what is most comfortable for him. He is responsive to touch and cold and sound and
light. He drinks his amniotic fluid, more if it is sweetened and less if it is given a sour taste. He gets
hiccups and sucks his thumb. He wakes and sleeps, gets bored sometimes and can be taught to be
alerted for something new. Even the child's personality is well under way and will be carried into
infancy and childhood.
Though w e understand the problems involved with some pregnancies, we at BIRTHRIGHT OF
HOLLAND also know of the warmth, satisfaction, and personal joy the experience can be as well. If
you re worried about pregnancy, give us a call—
We listen. We help, We Care About You.

[

Free pregnancy

testing and counseling,

Birthright

medical & financial

ofHollc,n l

«

assistance refernh.

personal service.

616-396-5840

December 19,1986 - January 13,1987

Van Zoeren & Science Libraries

*

Saturdays and Sunday - Closed
December 25,26 and January 1 - Closed
December 24 & 31 - 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Mondays-Fridays • 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 13 - Regular schedules resume
Media Center ft Music Library
Open only by appointment: Call 2130

Happy
Holidays

= p a g e 16

The Playoffs

Sweet Treats
for

Christmas
HAPPY HOLIDAYS
TO

ALL

OF YOU,

FROM A L L OF US

AT THF.

HOLLAND PEANUT STORE
SUGARLESS
CANDIES

p Maple Sugar
Candies

Chock Our Liirtfc
Selection!!

STUFFED
ANIMALS

HAND-DIPPED
CHOCOLATES

by Diikin jnd Russ llerru
Boxed ^ G i f l W r a p p e d
FREE!

Prelzcls, Nuls,
Creams, Lie.

MANY OTHER
CHRISTMAS
ITEMS

DUTCH
CANDIES AND
MARZIPAN

I'or (illIS Of I K'.lls

BOXED
CANDIES

SALTED NUTS
B u l k , Jar, T i n

hy Whitman, lirjch
& Gilbert

or Box

HOLLAND
^ PEANUT

st

•'Dovvnlown

Holland
On The Mall'

'Vi

Travel Field Opportunity,
Gain valuable
marketing
experience
while earning money.
Campus representative
needed immediately
for spring break trip to Florida,
Call Campus Marketing
at 1-800-292-6221,
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Where fashion becomes a challenging
career^
opportunity.
Opportunities
n o w exist f o r ]
mature individuals
with fashion atvorOness!
and
f-year
degree.
Currently
looking
for]
candidates(s)
for our management
training]
program-relocatable.
Apply in person only]
M uskegon Gan tos.
-.A: - •
It***'
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Vikings Spoil Dutchmen Playoff Debut 34-10
by Ben Hanneman
After a season that can only be
described as a "never say die"
season, the Hope Flying Dutchmen football team was ranked
eleventh In the NCAA Division
III coaches poll and was chosen v
to host their first post season
game in history.
As If the historical appearance
didn't create enough pressure for
Ray Smith's t^am, their opponet
was none other than the threetime Division III national champion Augustana Vikings.

BLOOM COUNTY

..T.0 .0P?n.the game AlSgustana record 261 yards.
stifled their own opening drive
with a fumble and Hope got a
"He Is certainly the best runbreak that eventually led to a 40- ner that we've ever faced," said
yard field goal to give the Dit- an Impressed Smith of the
chmen their first and only lead 3- rushing boy wonder. "He's got a
great field sense about him.
Much of what he does, is just instinct. He just ran away from us
today."
Augustana as the rest of the half
In toing so he tied the NCAA
turned.into the Brad Price Show.
Price, a senior running back Division III record hale by Dave
from Chicago, showed why he Merrltt In 1975. Price also added
was the leading rusher for the three othpr touchdown runs of 35,
Vikings as he amassed a playoff 63, and 25 yards.

by Berke Breathed
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The 63 yard score was the turning point, according to Smith, In
an already one-sided contest.
"That third touchdown really
hurt us. We weren't generating
anything on offense ourselves
and when we allowed that to happen we knew we were out of our
league speed wise," said Smith.
The first half was marked not
only be Price's running, but also
by a lack of quarterback protection on the part of the Hope offensive line. The Vikings got to Chris
Mendels for five sacks for over 40
yards In losses.
In the second half, the story
was only slightly different. Hope
regained a bit of the momentum
and managed to score on a 10
yard pass to Ken Trumble that
capped an 87 yard drive on eight
plays. It also marked the first
time that any team has scored on
the Vikings In the third quarter.

35min

The fourth quarter saw each
team go scoreless as there were
four turnovers in the reather
slop-filled stanze. To end the
story book season, Mendels and
Co. gained a total of 259 yards as
opposed to almost double that
(422)for the Vikings.

GREAT LAKES PIZZA
317 C e n t r a l A v e
H o l l a n d , M l 49423

PIZZA a n d SUBS
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP!

The Dutchmen finished the
season with an 7-2-1 and will rest
up for next year when they will
look to defend the MIAA crown
for the ninth time in 18 years.

SPECIALTY COFFEES • TEAS • GIFTS

SINCE OCTOBER 9th

WE USE 100% REAL CHEESE!
A l l Fresh N a t u r a l I t e m s !
WE ARE QUALITY!

451 WASHINGTON AVE.. HOLLAND • 392-6260

OPEN DAILY Man. thru Thurs. II A.M.-11 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. 11 A.M.-1 A.M. Sunday 5 P.M.-12 A.M
Free Deliveery-Lunchtime
Only Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Free Delivery-7
Nights a Week, $S00 Min.
Luncheon Special-Pizza
by the slice *1.00
11 A.M.-4 P.M. Mon.-Sat..
OnlyHam or Pepperoni
$ 00

1

FREE DELIVERY-7 Nights a wook and
Luncheon rhurs.-Frl.-Sot.
Always *5 mln.
OPEN II A.M.'II
P.M. Mon.-Thurs.
Fri. and Sot. II A.M.-1 A.M.
Sunday 5 P.M.-12 A.M.
Coupon Expires Dec. 31, 1986

(3 or more Items)
OREA T LAKES PIZZA
3 1 7 Control Ave.
Holland, Ml 49423
392-6080
[FREE DELIVERY-7 Nights o week and
Luncheon Thurs.'Frl.-Sot.
Always *5 mln.
OPEN 11 A.M.-11 P.M. Mon.-Thurs.
Fri. and Sat. 11 A.M.-1 A.M.
Sunday 5 P.M.-12 A.M.
Coupon Expires Doc. 31, 1986

Seatde FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion
Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same
film—with the same microfine
grain and rich color saturation—
Hollywood's top studios demand.
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect
for everyday shots. You can capture
special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light—at up to 1200
ASA. What's more, it's economical.
And remember, Seattle FilmWorks
lets you choose prints or slides, or
both, from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!
C

J

I986 SFW

FREE Introductory Offer
•

Off Any Pizza', $200 Off 16" Pizza

ORE A r LAKES PIZZA
317 Centra/Ave.
Holland, Ml 49423
392-6080

Prints
and Slides
from the
same roll

RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of
Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera.
I'd like a 2-roll starter pack induding
Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed
is $2 for postage and handling.

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
NAME.
ADDRESS.

Caravali has blended an
exceptionally rich, aromatic
and flavorful blend of coffees
especially for the holiday
season. A special gift that's
available only through New
Year's. Come by and sample
a cup on the house.

CITY.
STATE.

ZIP.

Mail to: Seatde FilmWorks COCO
^O
500 3rd Ave. W.
CO
P.O. Box 34056
N
Seatde, WA 98124
KikLiI, S247 juJ '•IH art tr*Jrnurki <4 Lutrn.in KmLk Oi. StjiiW
(nun thenunuUiurrr. PtihwCCN-II.
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Behind th© Scenes
in Phelps
Are you tired of Phelps food?
Has even the thrill and excietment of ice cream after every
meal worn off? How many times
have you said, "The vegetables
are soggy," "The food is cold,"
"I'm going to die"? or "If they
serve (blank) one more time I
think I'm going to die"? Answers
can be found for these problems,
but all the blame does not lie with
Western Food Service.
Let's look behind Western
Foods' serving line to find the
a n s w e r s . On M o n d a y s ,
Wednesdays, and Fridays over
1,500 people are served lunch,
about eight people each minute.
For dinner an average of 1,300
people are served. When a
special event occurs people often
change the time they eat. For example the night of the first
Nykerk practice. Instead of the
1,300 people being spread out
over the dinner hours, 900 people
were served in the first hour. The
cooks weren't ready for so many
people early In the meal, so as a
result we had to wait. If the kitchen staff is aware of a special
event that will cause many peole
to arrive at a different time, they
could and would plan accordingly. However, the cooks usually
don't know until It Is too late.
But supose you leisurely waltz
in to get your dinner and discover
no one in sight, what do you usualy find when you bite into the
California blend vagetables?
Soft, m u s h y , o v e r c o o k e d
v e g e t a b l e s . Why? The
Vegetables were ready before
you arrived and became soggy
while they waited, the same
reason why the food Isn't always
hot. The cooks prepare the food
throughout the serving time, based upon the usual number of people served and the usual rushes
when everyone comes. If a lot of
people decide to come at a different time, then the food gets
cold waiting for you or you get
tired of waiting out an unexpected rush.
Often, the reason we end up
saying, "Didn't we have that the
day before yesterday?" Is that
fewer people showed up for dinner than were expected. On October fourth Instead of the usual
crowd for a Saturday lunch (900
to 1,000 students) only 400 to 500
came. As a result, quite a bit of

fooa was left over; rather than
waste It by throwing it away.
Western Foods served it later.
What can be done about these
problems? Believe it or not,
answers other than an all college
boycott, or late night runs to
Burger King, or ordering out for
pizza do exist. It Is our cafeteria.
Because our satisfaction is the
manager's goal, food committee
meetings are held monthly.
However, no one showed up for
the last meeting except the
managers.We can also make our
needs known through the comment cards found on the south
bulletin boards in the upper-level
dining section. It would only take
a minute or two to offer some
constructive criticism. Comments such as "This food sucks'
or "Why don't you get some realy
food?" really do not help the staff
know what Is causing dissatisfaction. Nothing can be done to help
make Phelps the kind of
cafeteria we want unless we let
the managers know how we feel.
We are the ones eating here. It
should not be the manager's job
to taste each and every entree
every time it is served. At that
rate, our managers would quickly bacome a lot wider than wiser!
If you feel the tacos are just a
little too hot, or are thankful that
you won't have to worry about
tonsillitis for the next few weeks
until your tonsils grow back, put
it on a comment card. Including
the time on a comment card will
help the managers track down
the cause faster. They may be
aware that the vegetables get
soggy when they are kept waiting
and just assume you came at a
slow time. If you put down that
you came for lunch at 11:05 and
the vegetables were soggy, that
is an entirely different problem.
Phelps is Under new management and looking for new ideas.
Let's start using our voices and
making ourselves heard. Just
because you assumed Phelps
always has served plasticpurple-jello for jelly doesn't have
to mean they always will serve It.
Changes can be made, but the
managers have to know what we
want changed. Let's make our
voices heard. As the student body
of Hope, we do have a right as to
• what goes on in the cafeteria. If
we use that right, we could all be
a lot happier.

OPUS PRESENTS

D A V I D CITANO
Poet and Associate Professor of English at
Ohio State University. Mr. Citano will read
Wedneday, December 10 at 7:30 p.m. in the
DePree Art Gallery.
>Y 'V
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A n c h o r Files
20 years ago. December 9,1966.
"Tomorrow night the Sigma
Sigma sorority Is sponsoring a
Christmas party for 15 underprivileged children of the
Holland area.
"The money for the party, $150
totaled, came from the Sigma
Sigma work day last weekend...
"At the party, the women will
give a toy, a family game, and
some articles of clothing to each
child."
50 year3 ago. December 16,
1936,

"After nearly a semester of intense activity, Christmas recess
Is almost here. Beginning at 12
noon Friday the vacation season
for students will last until 8 a.m.
Tuesday, January 5,1937.
"Both faculty aqd students will
put away their books for fifteen
days and give themselves over to
the task of recuperating from

ByGregoigers
currlcular and social activities."
90 y e a r s ago. J a n u a r y , 1897.

"Subscription, postage
prepaid, $1.00 a year. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
Single copies, ten cents.
"The Anchor will be sent to
subscribers until arrearages are
paid and discontinuance requested. If this portion of the
paper is marked, your subscription is due.
"Any subscriber who fails to
receive the paper at the proper
time will confer a favor by inf o r m i n g the s u b s c r i p t i o n
manager immediately. Address
all communications to The
Anchor, Hope College, Holland
Mich.
"The name of the author must
accompany all communications.
"For advertising rates apply to
Advertising Manager"

ALL
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For most college freshmen, the
end of the Foil Semester is the first
experience they will hove with
book buy-bock ot the Bookstore.
Many students come from high
schools where books were either
loaned free or rented for a small
fee and they have become
accustomed to returning all of their
books at the end of each semester.
This is not the case in college,
w h e r e books are purchased
outright by the student, and resale
values are determind by a variety
of market conditions, (for the
uninitiated this can sometimes be a
rude realization).
What follows are some of the
typical questions we get every year
about book buy-back with some
answers that we hope will increase
your understanding of how the
system works.
WHAT IS BOOK BUY-BACK? Book
buy-back (as opposed to book
refunds) is an opportunity for
students to recover some of the
money they have spent for course
books which they do not wish to
keep in their personal libraries.
Book buy-back is held during the
last two weeks of each semester
and at that time books are
piirrhn«ed by the bookstore for the
] semester. This process
books from those wishing
»those wishing to buy and
ie bookstore to offer used
. .
well as new ones.

HOW DOES BOOK BUY-BACK
WORK? There are two possibilities
for selling books at the Bookstore.
The first involves books being used
at Hope in the next semester (for
these we must have a WRITTEN
order from the professor). These
books are bought at 60% of the
purchase price for hardcovers and
50% for paperbacks. The quantities
are sometimes limited by projected
class enrollments and the number
of books the bookstore already has
on hand.
The second option for selling is
through the Follet Used Book Co.
The bookstore is an agent for
Follett and is authorized to pay the
prices quoted in their 'Bluebook.'
These prices average about 25% of
the current retail price but can vary
widely depending on the demand
for that title. Some books bring $8
or $10 while others are listed at as
low as 25' and 50'. In general we do
not encourage students to sell
books through Follett unless it
appears that the books have little
chance of being used again at
Hope.

WHY WONT" THE BOOKSTORE BUY
ALL MY BOOKS? The most frequent
answer to this question is that the
book has gone into a new edition.
Most popular college texts are
updated every 3 to 5 years,
resulting in new editions. These
new editions usually come into
immediate use, rendering the old

editions obsolete. Old editions are
rarely purchased by either the
Bookstore or the Follett Used Book
Co.
There are also some books
discontinued at Hope which have no
national resale value and therefore
are not even listed in the Follett
Buying Guide. (These books tend to
be SMALL PAPERBACKS OR
RELIGIOUS TITLES.)
PLEASE REMEMBER there is never
a guarantee that textbooks
purchased by students will ever be
used again by any instructor
anywhere in the country. Students
should not buy books with the
expectation of reselling every one that happens in very few cases. The
real value of a book is obtained by
studying it carefully. If it can be
sold when no longer needed, then
that is an extra bonus.
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Programmers Compete
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A team of student programmers from Hope College competed in the 1986 East Central
Regional Scholastic Programming Contest at Purdue University
on Saturday, November 15.
Fifty-seven teams from colleges in Michigan, Indiana, Ohio,
Kentucky, and Pennsylvania
participated in this contest. Each
team of four progrmmers attempted to solve five problems in
four hours.
Contest problems included
creating graphical objects,
calculation arithmetic results to
man digits, tracing relationhips
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Open Mon.-Sat.. 10-5:30
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in a family tree, and finding the
area of a region by tracing its
bondary.
The Hope team finished in a tie
for 16th place. The members of
the Hope teams were Steve
B a r e m a n , a senior f r o m
Zeeland; Jim Getzinger, a
sophomore from Rogers City,
Aaron Pugh, a senior from Fennville; and Bill Shell, a senior
from Ypsilanti. John Filipovichf
a freshman from Dearborn
Hieghts served as an alternate.
The team was coached by Hope
faculty member Bruce Dangremond.
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451 S.Washington Ave.
(Next to Pereddtes)
Holland's Only Complete
Coffee and Tea Store.

BAKER BOOK HOUSE
CARD & GIFT SHOP
Invites you to

UNIQUE GIFTS
G0D1VA CHOCOLATES
GOURMET EDIBLES

SAVE 20%

In store specials on Braun, Drups, and Toshiba
Coffee Makers.
GIFT BASKETS to order. Need ideas?
Phone 392-6260
Datch Breakfast
Blend Coffee $6.00/Ponnd

c

Tuesday, December 9 through
Saturday, December 13
on all Boxed
Christmas cards
and Christmas
gift wrap.
0
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BAKE
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BOOK HOUSE

^
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Hope College
Holiday Special

if
^

(Gift Certificates
Avaiiable)

^
^

Don't STAND for a 50-50 tan.
Relax this Holiday Season and get
a qulaity Tan in a Wolff System Bed.
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HOPE COLLEGE ONL Y
15 Visits-$35.00
Expires 12/31/86

J

48 E. 8th Street
396-1473

Hope College
Special

J
I
J

ENDLESS SUMMER TANNING SALON

*

located at

^

Wooden Shoe Motel-US-3] at 16th St. Holland

^

392-8521
The Most Truttmd Nam* in Tanning
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rivet all of our eyes to the (interview room) door. Then there
would follow m i n u t e s of
silence." This need to allevaite
the pressure in some way is
epitomized in what Dan was doing when the announcement for
the newly chosen Rhodes
Scholars finally came: He and a
student from Yale were playing
paper football, camly kicking it
back and forth. He thinks he will
keep the football.
Dan has not fully realized it yet
but he has made history. There
has not been a Rhodes Scholar at
Hope since 1916. He can also be
proud of the fact that he has placed the name of Hope College in

the mouths of those who, in
general, speak only of Harvard
and Yale. In fact, of the four
students chosen from the MidWest district, two were from
Yale and one from Stanford.
Even though Dan is now one of
only 32 college students in the
country to have earned a Rhodes
scholarship, he is managing to
hold his well kept priorities in
line. While talking with him, his
focus was again on someone
other than himself. He stressed
the important roles other had
played in getting him to where he
is. His thanks were extended to
Dr. Sobania who served as his
advisor, Shannon McBride who

CONCERNED ?
PREGNANCY ?
BIRTHCONTROL ?
VENEREAL DISEASE ?

worked extra hours to help him
prepare, and to Drs. Penrose and
Zoetewey for whose overall help
and support he remains indebted. Dan believes that his success is a testament to the longterm commitment of Hope faculty to Rhodes Scholarhips. Special
thanks also went out to his
housemates at The Capitol who,
he said had provided him with a
"stimulating intellectual environment."
Dr. Sobania, who coordinates
Hope's Rhodes Program said of
Dan's achievement, "It is a
splendid reward for what Dan
has accomplished here at Hope.
The Rhodes scholarship is not a
good citizenship award. It is first
and primarily a recognition of intellectual achievement."
The next step for Dan is
England and a two year "advanced B.A. degree" from the
University of Oxford. The
scholarship also consists of a
direct payment of all approved
fees, such as matriculation, full
tuition, laboratory fees, and certain other set charges. The

scholarship also provides the
scholar with a maintenance
allowance of approximately
$6300 per year which is paid
directly to him. At Oxford, his
major fields of study will be
philosophy, political science and
economics. The program begins
in October 1987.
After receiving the special
B.A. from Oxford, Dan "hopes"
to go to law school. Which one?
Realistically, he'll probably to
able to gain entrance to the
school of his choice yet at present
he has not come to any real conclusions about that aspect of his
future.
For the moment, Dan
would like to kick back with some
of his favorite music—"Chicago
Blues, Memphis Rock, and
Nashville Country"—finish Dr.
Cohen's paper and enjoy the
coming break.
Scott Carpenter later added:
"He will hate me for saying this,
but Dan is one of the most humble, caring individuals I know.
I've never met anyone like
him...It couldn't have happened
to a nicer guy."
'
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Sources indicate that harassment may have taken place by
someone within the administration dating back to incidents in
1982 as well as a more recent incident. No disciplinary action
has been taken and daily contact
with students is still maintained.
Although implementation of
the policy took place in February
of this year the faculty and
students remain to be informed.
Currently they are subjects to
the rules and procedures of a
policy they have not seen. As of
this time action has been limited
to recording of the policy in the
minutes of the board. The president has not yet appointed the
committee required.
Both the Campus Life Board
and the Administrative Affairs
Board will be meeting this week
to discuss the matter further.
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